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INTRODUCTION

- Competing global landscape
- RE
- Aligned with strategic plan
- 2013-2015 Call to action
  Serve locally, transform regionally, lead globally
FOUR THEMES

Servant Leadership

Connectedness

Transformation

Gratitude
SERVANT LEADERSHIP
SERVANT LEADERSHIP

- Serve others
- Advance leadership and leadership development
- HOW?
- Leadership = service
- Servilization, building community and development of others
SERVANT LEADERSHIP

• Servilization – CONSISTENTLY GO FIRST

• Demonstrated through service leadership

• Civilization marked by servant hood

• Lead to serve
HOW DO WE DO THIS?

• Founding values

• Selfless service

• Compassion
  – Justice
  – Equity
  – respect
SERVE LOCALLY

- MDGs 2015
- MCHNLA - 10 years - MCHNLA SA pilot
- 6 triads - served 300 health care professionals
LEAD GLOBALLY
STTI VISION AND MISSION

• **Vision:**
  The global organization of choice

• **Mission:**
  Advancing world health and celebrating nursing excellence in scholarship, leadership and service
GLOBAL ADVISORY PANEL ON THE FUTURE OF NURSING (GAPFON)
• 20 global nurse leaders – March 2014, Basel Switzerland

• Purpose is to establish a global voice and vision for nursing

• Objectives:
  – Identify key issues and concerns
  – Develop an action plan
  – Priority actions
  – Regional involvement
  – Sustainability
Launching in 2014:

GLOBAL NURSE EXECUTIVE LEADERSHIP INSTITUTE
(GNELI)
• Objectives
  – Prepare nurse and healthcare leaders to assume and effectively meet the **demands of the top positions** within their Ministries of Health/Health Departments
  – Prepare corporate nurse leaders to successfully meet the challenges of **global healthcare business ventures**
  – Prepare nurse/healthcare **consultants** to effectively meet the global healthcare needs emerging today
GLOBAL NURSE EXECUTIVE LEADERSHIP INSTITUTE

• **Examples of content**
  - The status of healthcare globally
  - Healthcare systems, structures, statistics, trends, and ethics
  - Economic analysis
  - Global partner development
  - Political intelligence gathering
  - Cultural knowledge expansion
  - Quality resources, migration, tourism, and more...

• Projects will be presented and celebrated at the Sigma Theta Tau International Nursing Research Congress
SERVANT LEADERSHIP

• Best thinking, best practices, optimal utilization of resources
• Optimize status with UN
• MDGs 2015

“Everybody can be great, because everybody can serve, you don’t need a college degree to serve ... you need a heart full of grace, a soul generated by love”
CONNECTEDNESS
CONNECTEDNESS

- Essence of being
- Interconnectedness

UBUNTU – “A person is a person through other people”
INTERNATIONAL NETWORK

JOHN DALY

ANNE HOFMEYER

JUDITH SHAMIAN

DAN PESUT

NANCY EDWARDS

SUE TURALE

MARTHA HILL AND TRISH DAVIDSON - JOHNS HOPKINS FON

LINDA AIKEN

DAVID BENTON

BRENDAN MCCORMACK

PETER GRIFFITHS

ANNE MARIE RAFFERTY

LILLIAN DOUGLASS

ANNE MATTHEWS
CONNECTEDNESS

- Sense of being part
- Collaboration and networking
- Collaboration = common purpose
- Networking = Interactions, relationships, meaningful
- Technology as platform
Example: IUSON

Mary Beth Riner, Associate Dean for Global Affairs, IUSON
- Helping Babies Breathe Neonatal Resuscitation Program
- Parenting the Parent Adolescent Pregnancy Program
CONNECTEDNESS

- Virginia Henderson Global Nurse E-repository
- IANA
- Social media:
  - @STTI
  - @klopperhc
CONNECTEDNESS

- STTI INRC - 25th International Nursing Research Congress. Engaging Colleagues: Improving Global Health Outcomes, 24-28 July 2014, Hong Kong
- STTI Europe Conference – 16-18 June 2014 Sweden
- STTI Convention, Las Vegas 2015
TRANSFORMATION
TRANSFORMATION

• Change in nature and character
• Service principles:
  – Member centred
  – Local relevance
  – Regional application
  “The world has tilted. It’s economic centre has shifted”
• BRICS and CIVET
TRANSFORMATION

• Examples of the tilting world
  – USA – China
  – United Arab Emirates
• G8 – access to emerging markets
• What does this mean for STTI?
• 2009-2011: adopted amended UN model
Global Regions

North America
South & Latin America/Caribbean
Europe
Asia
Africa
Oceania
TRANSFORMATION

Higher altitude
TRANSFORMATION

- 2011-2013: Regional coordinators
- SA pilot office – lessons learned
TRANSFORMATION IN REGIONS

• Develop regional infrastructure
• Support regional initiatives
• “Export-based economy” – contextualise and export products
• Regional partnerships and collaboration
• Advisory Council on Policy
GRATITUDE
Gratitude is not only the greatest of virtues, but the parent of all the others - Cicero
• Track record of philanthropy
• Virtue, character trait and emotion

By living a life of gratitude we find meaning in our personal and professional lives, and respectfully connect and embrace the diversity of people.
PERSONAL GRATITUDE
GRATITUDE

• One good deed – cycle of generosity
• Tsunami of ‘pay it forward’
• ‘Livacy’
GRATITUDE IN ACTION

• FOUNDERS DAY – 5 October
• 90 minutes of service

Together we can change the world, one good deed at a time

• Let’s demonstrate gratitude

If you have much, give your wealth, if you have little, give your heart
DIVERSITY

- STTI strengths – diversity
- Celebrate diversity
- Knowledge - tolerance
- New perspectives
  – enrich our lives

embrace diversity
SERVE LOCALLY,
TRANSFORM REGIONALLY,
LEAD GLOBALLY
Sigma Theta Tau International
Honor Society of Nursing®

Indianapolis

42nd Biennial Convention